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Abstract—We consider an emerging user-guided au-
dio source separation approach based on the temporal
annotation of the source activity along the mixture. In
this baseline algorithm nonnegative matrix factorization
(NMF) is usually used as spectral model for audio sources.
In this paper we propose two weighting strategies incor-
porated in the NMF formulation so as to better exploit
the annotation. We then derive the corresponding multi-
plicative update (MU) rules for the parameter estimation.
The proposed approach was objectively evaluated within
the fourth community-based Signal Separation Evaluation
Campaign (SiSEC 2013) and shown to outperform the
baseline algorithm, while obtaining comparable result to
some other state-of-the-art methods.

Index Terms—User-guided audio source separation, tem-
poral annotation, nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF),
weighted NMF.

I. INTRODUCTION

Audio source separation, which aims at extracting
individual sound sources from their observed mixture,
offers a wide range of applications in audio enhancement
for communication, robotics, and audio post-production.
Since blind source separation has remained challenging
in many real-world mixtures [1], especially for single-
channel mixtures, supervised approaches, which exploit
relevant training data to first learn the spectral character-
istics of individual sources [2], [3], has been considered
instead. However, when training examples are unavail-
able, these methods can not be applied without other
prior information about the sources. Examples of such
prior information include ”hummed” sounds mimicking
the sources in the mixture [4], musical scores for music
sources [5], or text transcriptions of the corresponding
speech sources [6]. Among various spectral models used
in the literature, non-negative matrix factorization (NMF)
[2], [7], or its probabilistic formulation known as proba-
bilistic latent component analysis (PLCA) [3], has been
shown suitable for audio signals, and thus it is widely

used in the ranges of state-of-the-art algorithms.
Recently the so-called user-guided approaches based

on NMF have been proposed and shown to be very
efficient in single channel case [8], [9]. These approaches
allow the end-user to manually annotate information
about activity of each sound source, e.g. if it is active
or not, in temporal domain [8] or in time-frequency
domains [9]. The annotated source activity information
is then used, instead of isolated training data, to guide
the separation process. This user annotation strategy has
also been considered recently in interactive source sep-
aration approaches [10], [11]. Since the time-frequency
annotation is difficult and very time consuming, even for
experienced people, we consider the temporal annotation
only in this paper where the user is simply asked to
specify time segments where each source is active after
hearing the mixture.

The temporal annotation-based audio source separa-
tion approach considered in this paper is motivated by the
one from [8] where NMF is used as the source spectral
model. We then introduce two complementary weighting
strategies targeting at (i) re-weighting the data so as to
enhance the importance of segments with less sources,
and at (ii) re-weighting the data so as to re-equilibrate
the impact of different segment types that may have
different lengths. These weighting factors appear latter in
the derived parameter estimation. The proposed weighted
NMF approach was shown to outperform the baseline
approach [8] and obtain comparable source separation
performance with some other state-of-the-art approaches
within the professionally produced music recordings
(PPMR)1 task of the fourth community-based Signal
Separation Evaluation Campaign (SiSEC 2013). A video
demonstration of the proposed approach integrated as a

1http://sisec.wiki.irisa.fr/tiki-index.php?page=Professionally+
produced+music+recordings



plug-in into Audacity sound editing tool is available 2.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first

present the model and the baseline algorithm in Section
II. We then describe the proposed weighting strategies in
Section III followed by the derived parameter estimation
and source reconstruction in Section IV. We discuss
experimental evaluation in Section V, and we finally
conclude in Section VI

II. MODEL AND BASELINE APPROACH

Let xfn and sj,fn be the short-time Fourier transform
(STFT) coefficients of the observed single-channel mix-
ture signal and the j-th source signal, respectively, at
frequency bin f and time frame n. The mixing model
writes

xfn =
∑J

j=1
sj,fn, (1)

where f = 1, . . . , F , n = 1, . . . , N , and J is the total
number of sources. Defining the power spectrogram of
the mixture by vfn = |xfn|2, NMF aims at approxi-
mately factorizing the F ×N matrix V = {vfn}fn as

V ≈ V̂ = WH, (2)

where W and H are non-negative matrices of sizes
(F × K) and (K × N), with FK + KN << FN ,
describing the source spectral patterns and the temporal
activations, respectively. The parameters θ = {W,H}
can be estimated by minimizing the following cost
function:

C(θ) =
∑
fn

dIS (vfn|v̂fn) , (3)

where v̂fn = [WH]fn and dIS (x|y) = x
y − log x

y − 1 is
Itakura-Saito (IS) divergence. The resulting multiplica-
tive update (MU) rules for parameter estimation write:

H← H�
WT

(
(WH).−2 �V

)
WT (WH).−1 (4)

W←W �

(
(WH).−2 �V

)
HT

(WH).−1HT
(5)

where � denotes the Hadamard entrywise product, A.p

being the matrix with entries [A]pij , and the division is
entrywise.

Many source separation algorithms, e.g. [3], first learn
the spectral patterns W from some training data consist-
ing of clean source examples, and then perform NMF

2https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EjpLKvphpMo&feature
=youtu.be

decomposition on a test mixture, while keeping pre-
learned W fixed. Temporal annotation based approach
[8] introduces information about source activities via
zeros in H: e.g. if source 1 is represented by first two
NMF components and is silent between frames 100
and 200, then one can set H(1, n) = H(2, n) = 0
for n = 100, ..., 200 while other entries are randomly
initialized to positive values. The spectral patterns W
are learned from all data without making any distinction
between segments with clean sources and those with
mixed sources. Thanks to the nature of the multiplicative
update rule, the zero entries in H remain zero through
iterations. In the next section, we present some weighting
providing a continuum of strategies between these two,
thus possibly allowing to choose a better intermediate
strategy.

III. PROPOSED WEIGHTING STRATEGIES

We present two temporal weighting strategies to en-
hance the parameter estimation and explain how these
strategies, being complementary, can be combined.

A. Weighting to enhance data purity

Given the temporal segmentation, the number of active
sources and active components in each time frame n (de-
noted by act srcn and act cmpn, respectively) is known
and the model estimation should rely more on frames
with less active sources or less active components. Thus
we define a weight factor as one of the following two
options:

bsrcfn(λ) = [1/act srcn]
λ, ∀f = 1, ..., F, (6)

bcmp
fn (λ) = [1/#(act cmpn)]

λ, ∀f = 1, ..., F, (7)

where λ ≥ 0 is a fixed parameter. Note that λ = 0 cor-
responds to the case of no weighting as [8], while when
λ > 0 higher weight value is assigned if less sources are
active. An example of the value of bsrcfn(λ) corresponding
to the number of active sources is represented on Fig. 1
(B).

B. Weighting to equilibrate segment types

In practice, different types of temporal segments may
have very different lengths (e.g. “bass”-only segment
is too long as compared to “piano”-only segment or
“bass+vocals” segment is too long as compared to “pi-
ano+vocals” segment). Such a “dis-equilibrated” struc-
ture usually leads to over-fitting of the NMF model
on a particular source active in a long segment, while
modeling poorly other sources appeared only in short



Fig. 1. Example of the proposed weighting strategies. (A): temporal
segmentation; (B): weighting to enhance data purity bsrcfn(λ), (λ = 2);
(C): weighting to equilibrate segment types bsegfn (µ), (µ = 0.8); (D):
combined weighting bsrcfn(λ, µ) (λ = 2, µ = 0.8).

segments. To overcome this issue we propose the fol-
lowing weighting

bsegfn (µ) = [1/seg lenn]
µ, ∀f = 1, ..., F, (8)

where µ ∈ [0, 1] is a fixed parameter, and segm lenn
denotes the number of frames of the same segment type
as the n-th frame (e.g. “piano+vocals” or “bass+vocals”
segments). An example of the value of bsegfn (µ) corre-
sponding to the different segment types is represented
on Fig. 1 (C).

C. Combined weighting

An unified weight combining the two above mentioned
weighting strategies is finally defined as

bsrcfn(λ, µ) = bsrcfn(λ) b
seg
fn (µ). (9)

bcmp
lfn (λ, µ) = bcmp

fn (λ) bcmp
fn (µ). (10)

Note that bsrcfn(λ, µ) and bcmp
fn (λ, µ) vary over time frame

n only and do not depend on frequency f since we are
considering temporal annotation in this paper. Extensions
to time-frequency weight are planed in our future work.
An example of the value of bsrcfn(λ, µ) is represented on
Fig. 1 (C).

IV. DERIVED PARAMETER ESTIMATION AND SIGNAL

RECONSTRUCTION

To take into account the proposed weighting factors
bfn(λ, µ), NMF parameters are now estimated by min-
imizing the following cost function, which is slightly
different from (3):

Cb(θ) =
∑
fn

bfn(λ, µ)dIS (vfn|v̂fn) . (11)

The resulting multiplicative update (MU) rules for
parameter estimation write:

H← H�
WT

(
(B�WH).−2 �V

)
WT (B�WH).−1 (12)

W←W �

(
(B�WH).−2 �V

)
HT

(B�WH).−1HT
(13)

where B = {bfn(λ, µ)}fn is a F ×N weighting matrix.
Once the parameters are estimated, the STFT coeffi-

cients of the sources are obtained in the minimum mean
square error (MMSE) sense by Wiener filtering as

ŝj,fn =
v̂j,fn
v̂fn

xfn, (14)

where v̂j,fn = [W(j)H(j)]fn, W(j) and H(j) are subsets
of W and H, respectively, modeling the contribution of
the j-th source. Finally, the time domain source signals
are reconstructed via the inverse STFT.

V. EXPERIMENT

A. Data and evaluation criteria

We compared the source separation performance ob-
tained by the proposed approach using weighted NMF
with that obtained by the baseline method (when λ =
µ = 0) on the dev2 subset of the SiSEC2013’s PPMRs
task. This subset contains three stereo mixtures (18 -
25 second length and 44100 Hz sampling rate) to be
separated together with the corresponding full 2 - 4
minute recordings. Note that the dev1 subset was not
considered since it does not include full recordings, and
thus the segmental information is very poor (almost all
sources are active at the same time). Since the mixtures
are multichannel here, we extended the weighted NMF
algorithm to multichannel case exploiting spatial model,
that is very similar to one presented in [12]. Since the
benefit of spatial diversity and that of segmental temporal
information are complementary and for sake of brevity
and clarity, the detailed multichannel algorithm is not
presented in this paper. However, readers can find more
description in our longer report [13].



Value Average SDR (dB) Average OPS (0 - 100)
Weighting type λ \ µ 0 0.33 0.66 0.83 1 0 0.33 0.66 0.83 1

0 2.49 2.20 1.96 2.36 2.42 25.87 22.60 26.09 24.88 24.76
1 1.81 2.37 2.45 2.51 2.42 27.73 24.39 24.86 24.08 23.81

bsrclfn(λ, µ) 3 2.42 2.74 2.59 2.09 3.09 24.62 25.93 25.16 23.86 24.06
9 2.15 2.66 2.44 2.49 2.26 25.53 23.26 22.65 22.12 20.75

27 1.99 2.22 1.85 1.97 2.24 21.17 20.08 19.84 19.75 20.12
0 2.49 2.20 1.96 2.36 2.42 25.87 22.60 26.09 24.88 24.76
1 2.15 2.36 2.54 2.38 2.59 26.86 24.80 26.78 25.68 24.30

bcmp
lfn (λ, µ) 3 2.61 2.43 3.10 3.00 1.83 24.55 25.31 28.02 24.49 21.80

9 2.81 1.79 2.13 2.57 2.34 28.83 25.55 21.27 24.36 22.69
27 2.24 2.10 1.71 2.00 1.98 21.50 23.15 23.15 23.22 22.42

TABLE I
AVERAGE SDRS / OPSS FOR DIFFERENT WEIGHTING STRATEGIES ON THREE MIXTURES OF DEV2 DATASET OF SISEC 2013 PPMRS

TASK.

The STFT is computed using a half-overlapping 93 ms
(4096 samples) length sine window. The performance
was assessed using the widely used criteria: signal-to-
distortion ratio (SDR) [14] and overall perceptual score
(OPS) [15], averaged for all sources and mixtures. These
criteria have been widely used in recent international
source separation evaluation campaign [1].

B. Oracle component grouping

Within the baseline user-guided source separation ap-
proach [8], a manual user intervention is needed in the
first step (to create temporal segmentation) and may
also be in the last step (to fine-tune NMF component
grouping since neither temporal segmentation, nor spatial
cues can completely disambiguate component - source
assignments. For the faire comparison between different
weighting strategies, we performed also the component
grouping step in our experiment as follows. Given the
available clean sources, the grouping is performed in
an oracle greedy manner as inspired by [2]. First,
source estimates are initialized by zero and estimated
NMF components (reconstructed as in (14), but for
NMF components indexed by k = 1, . . . ,K instead
of sources indexed by j = 1, . . . , J) are ranged in
order of decreasing energy. Then, while iterating over
k = 1, . . . ,K, source estimates are updated by adding
each time component to only one source so as the total
mean squared error between the current source estimates
and the clean sources is minimum.

C. Simulation results

The algorithm was run for both combined weighting
strategies (9) and (10), for different parameter settings
(λ, µ) ∈ {0, 1, 3, 9, 27} × {0, 0.33, 0.66, 0.83, 1}. The

results are shown in table I. The best average results in
terms of SDR are achieved with bcmp

fn (λ = 3, µ = 0.66),
and those in terms of OPS with bcmp

fn (λ = 9, µ = 0). The
corresponding configurations outperform the baseline
non-weighted approach (λ = µ = 0) by 0.6 dB for SDR
and by 3 point for OPS.

For our SiSEC 2013 PPMRs task submission, we have
chosen bcmp

fn (λ = 3, µ = 0.66). With this weighting
we have also assessed the results on the same dev2
subset, but with manual component grouping instead of
the oracle one. Average SDR and OPS are, respectively,
3.28 dB and 27.98, which is comparable to the oracle
results (SDR = 3.10 dB and OPS = 28.02, see table I).

According to the SiSEC 2013 results3 the performance
of the proposed approach is comparable to that obtained
by some state-of-the-art algorithms possibly using the
same order of manual effort.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented an user-guided audio
source separation algorithm based on the weighted NMF.
The proposed weighting strategies allow to efficiently
exploiting the temporal annotation for learning the model
parameters. Experiments with real-world mixtures used
in international evaluation campaign confirm the ef-
fectiveness of the derived algorithm as compared to
both the baseline and state-of-the-art approaches. Fu-
ture research would be devoted to investigating time-
frequency weights applied to time-frequency annotation,
and applying these weighting strategies to other audio
applications.

3http://www.onn.nii.ac.jp/sisec13/evaluation result/MUS/
testMUS2013.htm
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